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Abstract: Judoka’s balance consists in passing from an individual balance to an interdependent balance. The aim of this work is to study the mechanisms of imbalance and the mechanisms of postural regulation in judoka in order to deduce some considerations for teaching. The first part describes in the notion of imbalance in judoka. This is fundamental for technical learning. The objective analysis of postural control requires kinetic and kinematic measures. The second part relates how different scientific works were conducted in an attempt to understand the postural control in judoka. The role of the grip (kumi-kata) is presented in the postural regulation in judoka, the postural adaptations induced by judo training and the intrinsic postural factors of judoka that influence the direction of his falls. The various quoted pieces of information are illustrated with practical examples.

The role of the grip (kumi-kata) is fundamental for the judoka because
– it provides somaesthetic information about his own movements and positions as well as those of his opponent,
– it also enables controlling, attacking and defending forces to be applied against the opponent as well as control of the judoka’s own balance.

On the basis of this, the authors make various proposals for training in order to improve the efficiency of the postural activities of judoka.

1. The influence of posture on the direction of a judoka’s fall

In an experiment carried out with judoka experts, Paillard et al. [2005] considered whether it was possible that the postural positions of a subject,
evaluated on a force platform in relation to the anteroposterior axis, in a bipedal condition and without an opponent, could influence the direction of falls (forwards or backwards) in combat situations. In other words, a hypothesis might be made that judokas with a forward centre of pressure (CP) might be predisposed to fall forwards more often. However, the analysis of the results produced the opposite conclusion. The average position of the CP of pressure of subjects who are “forward fallers” is, in fact, situated more in a backward position. The forward faller, in a situation of precarious balance which could be broken by imbalance to the rear, will be likely to react by a reflex movement which involves pushing the arm against the opponent, which can be exploited in turn by a forward-throwing attack.

1.1. Practical aspects

Action-reaction attacks (causing the opponent to make forward-backward or backward-forward movements) using attack sequences or feigning attacks would have the advantage of upsetting the opponent's balance and causing him to fall. That is to say that a backward-forward movement would be particularly effective against an opponent with a CP positioned towards the rear.

1.2. Proposals for judo training

It is advisable therefore to make the judoka aware of his own predispositions in respect of his vulnerability either to forward-backward movements or to backward-forward movements. Different training exercises, working especially on action-reaction attacks, can be used to work on balance disturbance. For example, uchi komi or nage komi can be used to produce a feigned attack on the rear in order to then attack the front.

However, using the same training exercises or in pre-arranged combat (Yaku soku geiko, kakari geiko), random forms of attack should still be used. Thus, uke must never know in advance if an attack is going to be made in the form of a direct attack or an action-reaction attack. This point is paramount to ensure that the opponent's actions are not over-anticipated and, especially, to ensure that he is aware of the postural adjustments that have been made. Here, it is necessary to be very attentive to the slightest body part movements that need to be made when in a difficult postural position in order to maintain postural control. The judoka must therefore learn to auto-regulate himself and be conscious of the reactions in his chest, arms and legs, according to the particular attack made against him. He must also learn to take advantage of precise feedback from his partner or trainer.

2. Interdependent balance in judo – the key role of kumi-kata

In judo, the two opponents are balanced together by means of their grip (kumi-kata). This grip can be such that on occasions the projected centre of gravity of one or even both combatants is situated outside their own support polygon. The kumi-kata of the judoka provides somesthetic information about his own movements and positions as well as those of his opponent (e.g. his opponent's movements and positions) but it also enables controlling, attacking and defending forces to be applied against the opponent as well as control of the judoka's own postural balance.

The judoka's postural regulation results (apart from visual and vestibular information), from proprioceptive and cutaneous information, which originates from four additional sources - two hand supports and two supports from the soles of the feet. The sensory receptors of the first three cervical vertebrae transmit proprioceptive information that is useful for the judoka's process of postural regulation.

2.1. Practical aspects

It is difficult for the judoka, especially the beginner, to discern the relevant information that will enable him to maintain his postural stability. In a combat situation it is advisable to avoid a kumi-kata from above (a hold behind the head which blocks the head and pushes it downwards). Apart from limiting the judoka technically and tactically, this disturbs the process of obtaining proprioceptive information and impedes the visual field. It is also important to teach the beginner how to carry out the "traditional" grip (one hand on the elbow and the other at the back and bottom of the neck), which enables him to use all the receptors that can detect any possible error. This grip with its potential follow-up actions (using traction, pushing and compressions forces) is also a source of imbalance because it frequently changes in direction and intensity simultaneously as a result of offensive or defensive tactics.

In relation to this last point, it is proposed that a beginner judoka must establish new balance references and new sensorimotor skills in order to learn to balance while carrying out pushing or traction forces with the use of his upper limbs, through the use of compensatory movements of the chest or anticipatory or compensatory movements...
of the lower limbs. The positioning of the hands on the judoka opponent, as well as the positioning of the forearms or trunk on the opponent’s trunk also provides potential additional supports for balancing or re-balancing.

2.2. Proposals for judo training

Many traditional training exercises can be used for teaching the judoka techniques of balance and re-balance (yaku soku geiko, kakari geiko etc.) since there is a dynamic aspect and it is very important to master this dynamic power in relation to movements with an effective opponent. On the other hand, static positions or movements that are carried out too slowly are to be avoided.

By way of illustration, we propose two exercises that can be used to teach balance for a judoka when facing a uke attack.

These exercises can be carried out in two ways:
— firstly, uke responds to tori’s moves without trying to anticipate them
— secondly, the judoka tries to anticipate tori’s moves doing a tai-sabaki.

First exercise:
— The objective: to adapt to the opponent’s moves in order to maintain balance
— The aim for tori: take his kumi-kata and then destabilise uke, making his opponent lose his balance only by changes of position and arm actions (having an intention to attack but not actually carrying out any throwing techniques)
— The aim for uke: to maintain or re-establish his balance as quickly as possible
— Instructions: The emphasis must be on mobility (the legs should be slightly bent and the pelvis should be centred). The chest should be straight and the head should be aligned with the vertebral column. The feet should be able to preserve contact with the ground and hold enough space to enable balance (avoid jumping actions or excessive movements with the feet), and arms should be flexible, not tense, in order to feel and respond to the opponent’s actions.
— Possible developments with a variable grip to make uke aware of ways to maintain balance:
— Uke does not grasp tori but keeps both hands on his own belt.
— Uke grips first with one hand then the other, with one hand always remaining on the belt.
— Uke grips with both hands but keeps his eyes closed.
— Uke allows himself to be grasped behind his head.

Comments: Exercises that include a specific position to reach or result in the withdrawal of the opponent, such as might be used in sumo, have been avoided here because it seems to us that these kinds of actions do not correspond sufficiently to the specific balance requirements of judo.

Second exercise:
— The objective: to adapt to the opponent’s attacks in order to maintain balance.
— Uke unbalances tori by pushing or by traction and tori makes a slight resistance to this force. The arms should not be tense.
— The aim for tori is to choose a moment for attack to throw uke with the use of a push or traction
— The aim for uke is to slip out of the position or re-establish balance as quickly as possible. Uke can slip out of the position or even successfully counter the opponent’s attack by using his opponent’s body for support. In this case, the support comes from the hands, elbows, abdomen and even the thighs.
— Possible variations:
— Uke has to hold a particular position (e.g. he has one leg clearly positioned forward).
— A throwing technique is announced in advance or not.
— An attack is made either after a signal or randomly.
— Uke tries to make a counter attack after taking evasive action, and he must have re-established his balance to do this.
— An action-reaction sequence is also possible for tori

These two exercises are intended to give uke an opportunity to feel and experience the disturbances while in a position of interdependent balance and then to consciously reflect on ways of maintaining or re-establishing balance.

3. Postural adaptations produced by the practice of judo

Numerous authors [Crémieux, Mesure 1992; Mesure et al. 1996; Perrot et al. 1998] have shown how the regular practice of sport improves the ability to use proprioceptive and somaesthetic information and to improve postural control, because sensorimotor strategies that are more developed and situationally appropriate can be used.

The practice of judo above all develops myotatic proprioception and vestibular and cutaneous plantar (soles of the feet) sensibility. In fact, according to Perrin et al. (2002), judokas have a more developed
sensibility than dancers. Sports practitioners at the highest competitive level also have the highest level of postural control [Era et al. 1996; Paillard, Noe 2006]. Furthermore, a relationship has been established between the specific nature of a judoka’s motor activity and his postural activities [Paillard et al. 2002, 2007]. The repetition of specific movements induces postural adaptations that are related to the movements and new specific motor skills are developed. Thus judokas who prefer to perform throwing techniques in a bipedal condition have more stability than judokas who specialise in techniques in a mono pedal condition, when their postural control is evaluated in a bipedal condition. Conversely, specialists in techniques in a mono pedal condition are more efficient than specialists in techniques in a bipedal condition, when their posture is evaluated in a mono pedal condition.

3.1. Practical aspects

These results are not at all surprising considering the specific nature of judokas’ competitive training which demands constant repetitions of favourite techniques during training exercises with a partner or in combat situations and postural control becomes more developed in relation to this specialised motricity.

3.2. Proposals for judo training

It is advisable to avoid the risk of excessive muscular and postural asymmetry. In fact, a left handed judoka practising techniques on the right foot support only, both in training and in combat, may develop postural asymmetry that results in pathology in the long term. He should therefore do exercises for muscular reinforcement of the non-supporting leg, and also do more specific judo exercises to develop techniques on the right side with a uni pedal support stance and techniques for double support for both sides.

Training must always involve specialised motricity in relation to his tokui waza (favourite techniques), or rather his specialisations, because successful judokas all have two or three favourite throwing techniques and a compensatory motricity, enabling the judoka to explore other throwing techniques.

Conclusion

Balance capabilities are unquestionably one of the most important determinants of a judoka’s performance. It is hoped that this brief review of the literature will have developed awareness of the postural adaptations induced by the practice of judo; most importantly, though, this has provided a sound theoretical basis for the construction of an appropriate training programme that focuses on balance, either for the beginning of the learning process, and especially to help those who have problems with balance to develop, or for the experienced practitioner to learn how to compensate for the effects of highly specialised motricity. New working perspectives would consist in integrating the researches concerning the adaptive movements of the judoka and analysis of patterns of response to the opponent’s attacks [Sogabe et al. 2008].
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Abstract:

Purpose: Gender is suggested to be the most important determinant of fat patterning, while the effect of sport should also be taken into account [Malina et al. 1982]. Although fat patterning in combat sports has been investigated before [Pieter et al. 2006], there is no information on it in taekwondo. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare the skinfold patterning of international elite junior Spanish and American taekwondo-in.

Methods: Subjects were members of the junior national teams of Spain (10 boys, 16.70±1.49 years, 173.30±9.68 cm, 61.88±13.24 kg; 11 girls, 16.64±1.50 years, 162.16±6.69 cm, 54.96±10.60 kg) and the United States (9 boys, 15.44±1.21 years, 165.94±12.82 cm, 53.82±13.41 kg; 9 girls, 15.05±1.30 years, 160.82±3.49 cm, 50.58±10.41 kg). Skinfolds were taken according to standardized procedures: triceps, biceps, subscapular, supraspinale, anterior thigh and medial calf. A 2-way (Country*Sex) Manova was used to assess the differences between country and gender in skinfold patterning.

Results: There was a Country*Sex interaction for the medial calf skinfold (p=0.028, eta\textsuperscript{2}=0.130). Simple effects analysis showed both the US boys (7.64±2.58 mm, p<0.001) and girls (9.33±2.12 mm, p=0.005) to have lower calf skinfolds than the Spanish girls (15.76±6.05 mm), as did the Spanish boys (8.60±1.84 mm, p<0.001). There was a Country main effect for age with the Spanish taekwondo-in being older: 16.67±1.46 years vs. 15.24±1.24 years (p=0.003, eta\textsuperscript{2}=0.224). Collapsed over country, the girls had larger absolute skinfolds of the triceps (11.24±2.51 mm vs. 6.95±1.85 mm, p<0.001, eta\textsuperscript{2}=0.507), thigh (15.95±5.43 mm vs. 9.28±2.32 mm, p<0.001, eta\textsuperscript{2}=0.404), and supraspinale (8.06±2.99 mm vs. 5.53±1.71 mm, p=0.002, eta\textsuperscript{2}=0.237).

Conclusions: In addition to sport and sex, ethnicity is also suggested to be a correlate of fat patterning, even in elite young athletes.

Introduction

Gender is suggested to be the most important determinant of total fat accumulation and fat patterning, while the effect of sport should also be taken into account [Malina et al. 1982]. For instance, long distance runners have been found to have less fat than swimmers, irrespective of the event, while female athletes in the same sport have more fat than their male colleagues [Wilmore, Costill 2004]. For example, young (15.6 years) female volleyball players had more fat than their male counterparts at all levels of competition [Gabbett, Horgieff 2007].

Although not always statistically significant, sexual dimorphism in body composition in combat sports has also been reported at all levels of competition, regardless of the geographic region. Adult recreational British female taekwondo athletes (taekwondo-in) had more fat than their male colleagues [Chan et al. 2003] as did Filipino female varsity taekwondo athletes [Pieter, Bercades 2010]. Toskovic et al. [2004] investigated recreational American varsity and club taekwondo-in. The authors revealed that in addition to the typical sex differences in body fat, the experienced taekwondo athletes in both males and females had less fat than their beginning counterparts.

At the elite level, adult male taekwondo-in had less fat than their female colleagues: 7.5% vs. 12% [Taaffe, Pieter 1990]. The same pattern was reported for elite athletes in karate [Fritzsche, Raschka 2006] as well as in judo [Sertić et al. 2006]. Markovic et al. [2005] did not find a statistically significant difference in body fat between internationally successful and less successful female taekwondo-in, although the former recorded less fat: 15.3% vs. 17.6%.
The detrimental effects of excess fat have also been highlighted [Sinning 1985]. In Italian college combative athletes the females had more fat than their male counterparts [Gualdi Russo et al. 1992]. It is suggested to consider port-specific requirements when evaluating the athletes’ relative total body fat [Pieter et al. 2006]. For instance, karate athletes have to be able to propel the body through space as fast as possible, as is the case in taekwondo. Excess mass, especially in the form of fat, may be detrimental to performance because of its negative effect on the weight-to-strength ratio [Sinning, 1985].

Although body fat will depend on weight division, combative sports where fast movements are required may most likely call for a low fat mass to enhance the weight-to-strength ratio. Nevertheless, even if fast and slow movements are part of one’s sport, such as in pencak silat, a more desirable amount of fat would still be preferable: too much fat will most likely deter the athletes from achieving peak performance in their chosen sport [Sinning 1985].

Research on body composition in young combat sport athletes is scarce, while no studies are available on fat patterning in a language familiar to the authors. At the elite level, girl taekwondo-in (15.1 years) were found to have more fat, as expressed by sum of skinfolds, than their male colleagues (16.5 years) [Pieter 1991]. Sexual dimorphism was also reported in Malaysian recreational adolescent [Noorul et al. 2008] and child taekwondo-in [Erie, Pieter 2009] as far as relative total body fat is concerned.

Fat patterning in adult athletes in combat sports has been done before. For instance, Pieter et al. [1998] assessed the fat patterning of Filipino national female judo athletes (judo) and American elite female taekwondo-in. The authors reported that triceps and medial calf skinfolds relative to Phantom height (170.18 cm) were larger in the judoka.

Pieter et al. [2006] investigated fat patterning in Filipino national elite athletes in karate and pencak silat. Collapsed over gender, the karateka had a lower anterior thigh skinfold relative to Phantom height than the pencak silat athletes. Collapsed over sport, the males had lower triceps, supraspinale and anterior thigh skinfolds when scaled to Phantom height.

However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no information on fat patterning in young taekwondo athletes. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare the skinfold patterning of international elite junior Spanish and American taekwondo-in.

Methods

Subjects were members of the junior national teams of Spain (10 boys and 11 girls) and United States of America (9 boys and 9 girls). Skinfold measurements were taken according to Ross and Mariell-Jones (1991) on the right side of the body and included: triceps, biceps, sub-scapular, supraspinale, anterior thigh and medial calf with a Lange skinfold caliper (Beta Technology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) (American taekwondo-in) and a Harpenden skinfold caliper (British Indicators, Luton, UK) (Spanish taekwondo-in). All measurements were taken three times, unless the first two were the same, and the median used for statistical analysis.

Data distributional characteristics were verified by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, while skewness and kurtosis coefficients were also calculated. Data that were not normally distributed, skewed and/or kurtotic were log transformed.

To determine differences in skinfold patterning between Spanish and American junior taekwondo-in, a 2-way (Country*Sex) Manova was used. It was decided not to use any adjustment of the type 1 error for multiple comparisons [Feise 2002]. The objective was to unearth any possible leads regarding the relationship between the independent and dependent variables [Bender, Lange 2001; Rothman 1990]. The level of significance, then, was set to 0.05.

Results

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the demographic data of the taekwondo-in. There was a small Country main effect for age with the Spanish taekwondo-in being older: 16.67 ± 1.46 years vs. 15.24 ± 1.24 years (p = 0.003, eta^2 = 0.224).

There also was a small Sex main effect for height with the boys being taller: 169.82 ± 11.58 cm vs. 161.56 ± 8.37 cm (p = 0.016, eta^2 = 0.155).

Table 2 displays the means and standard deviations of the skinfold measurements. There was a Country * Sex interaction for the medial calf skinfold (p = 0.028, eta^2 = 0.130). The probability matrix of the simple effects analysis is shown in Table 3.

Table 4 displays the descriptive statistics for the tricipital, supraspinale, anterior thigh and medial calf skinfolds. Collapsed over country, the girls had larger absolute skinfolds of the triceps (p < 0.001, eta^2 = 0.507), anterior thigh (p < 0.001, eta^2 = 0.404), and supraspinale (p = 0.002, eta^2 = 0.237). There also was a medial calf Sex main effect (p = 0.001, eta^2 = 0.281).